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Discord Revealed on Rights Methods
by Richard G.

i

Freeman
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vjianam, director of inter-racieducation at Antioch College, the
spirit and proclamation of the new,
"newsworthy" element of racial
activism in the presentation of
Lincoln O. Lynch, associate director of the Congress of Racial
Equality; and humor, realism, and
an articulate knowledge of right
and wrong portrayed by the Rev.
Jesse Jackson, director of special
projects and economic develop- ment for the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference.

The following is a diary of the
three phases and two days of the
conference
written
from the
viewpoint of this observer. I havs
attempted in spots to incorporate
audience reaction into the context
of my opinion.
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Civil Rights Conference
:.;d at Kenyon last Friday and
was an unqualified sue-i.- ;s
in the balanced picture it
evented
of the quality of
;jght and techniques of activ-whic- h
inform the
Negro Revolt." We had modera- pessimism in
n and
of Professor Herbert
e person
I'irfinkel of Michigan State University; the testament of a veter-- z
integrationist by Mrs. Jewel
the
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Garfinkel was compelled by the
length of Mrs. Graham's speech
to abridge his remarks almost to
the point of incoherence.
It was a weak start for the conference which proved to be eminently productive as the weekend
progressed. The topics dealt with
MRS. JEWEL GRAHAM
Friday afternoon
were basic.
Friday afternoon's session, pre- Mrs. Graham, a Negro, spoke
senting Mrs. Jewel Graham and mostly about her life and how sh2
Professor Herbert Garfinkel, was "grew up in the myth of white
a marathon affair. Mrs. Graham omnipotence
and white omnisspoke for well over an hour. Prof. cience and white malevolence."

After an amiable, discursive, and
occasionally highly charming delineation of the problems which
fiction and the better acquainted
journalists have dealt with, she
got around to the aims of the
inter-racieducation program
which she heads at Antioch.
These are the qualities which
Mrs. Graham said were checked
in the selection of candidates for
the Antioch program: "courage,
realism, imagination, skill in
on page 3
al
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T'giving Vacation
Assured for Next Fall

4-Da-

y

A four-da- y
Thanksgiving vacation was recommended to the administration by the full faculty
conclave held Tuesday.
The action will take effect next
year, and will give students holi

Mount Vernon News

i

d
in last weekend's Civil Rights Conference as
above, left to right are Jesse Jackson. Jewel Graham, Lincoln
Lynch, and Herbert Garfinkel.
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Offered to
lernon School Teachers
Extra-E- d

Kenyon and the Mount Vernon

board have initiated a program that will offer local teachers
serial courses at Kenyon.
The program was approved by
:e Mount Vernon school board
t
Monday and began here
night. This first ten- 5ek session
will offer Mount
ernon
teachers two courses,
Philosophy of science" taught by
rus Banning, and Phil Church's
modern novel." About a dozen
'junt Vernon faculty members
participating in the prototypal session. An evaluation folding the completion of these
"arses will determine the nature
' future offerings.
Mount Vernon school superin-:-n.deEarl Hogan commented
;"'3t this program is designed
to
his faculty a more general
background education
in areas
'here they have a need, and to
-- oaden their field of knowledge,
n line
with these objectives he
b'ated, for instance,
that other
;aan English teachers will be tak-"- g
the novel course. "Teacher-:!udents- "
are drawn from all
areas of the school system. Hogan
::.;ol

;
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Tryouts Announced For

Sheeham's

Rendezvous

Tryouts for "The Spectacular
Rendezvous," a new
omedy by freshman John Shee--ahave been set for March 5
at 2 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m. in Hill
theatre.
All individuals interested in
in or working on the produc-!'o- n
are asked to attend one of
ese meetings. The play will be
d
Erected by the author and
at Kenyon the first weekend in May.
full-leng-

th

n,

ac-;i- ng

pre-nte-

said that we want, "an across the
board representation."
The suggestion for the program
first came from Mr. Hogan who
participated in a similar program
while in Albion, Michigan. In
he mentioned the
idea to President F. Edward
Lund. Further talks with Mount
Vernon teachers and Kenyon's
faculty council brought approval
by the Kenyon faculty earlier last
month. Mr. Hogan noted that
costs for the sessions would be
carried by the Mount Vernon
school system.
mid-Janua- ry

WKCO

Announces

Rights Panel Show
A panel discussion on the recent Civil Rights Conference
has been scheduled by WKCO
for 8:30 p.m. Monday.
Panel members named at this
time, according to News Director Barry Goode, are Rev.
,
Donald Rogan, Allan B. Shavz-infreshand
Bruce Gensemer
man Lyn Uttal. Additional
panel members may be named.
Goode stated.

days on Thursday through Sunday of the Thanksgiving weekend. Faculty acted after mora
than 50 per cent of the student
body was absent from classes Friday and Saturday of the week- -

end this year, with a similar cutting percentage
recorded last
year.
The two class days will be
made up in orientation week in
September. First day of classes
next fall will be Friday, Sept. 8.
with the freshman orientation
opening on that Tuesday, a one-da- y
cutback from the current
program. There should be no
overlap of orientation and classes,
according to Provost Bruce Haywood.
thought if they would stop bombThe free period will be desiging, we should stop bombing.''
nated an official college vacation,
This was greeted with many wry- which means
the usual $25 fine
ly despairing smiles and scattered
will be imposed on cutting the
shaking of heads, which indicated day
before and after the vacation.
and was later articulated in the Still under
consideration are proactive discussion which followed, visions for keeping
the Peirce
that the basic tone of the gatherHall facilities and dormitories in
ing was very
operation for students who plan
to stay in Gambier.
Provost Haywood emphasized
that the new fall scheduling
keeps the essential features of the
existing calendar while providing
d
time for the
fall
by Tom Au
break.

Clerics Relate Events
Of D.C. Peace Conference
by Andy Bergman
After their return from a Vietnam peace vigil and conference
in Washington, D. C, the Rev.
Donald Rogan, the Rev. John Porter, and Michael Wise spoke at
an informal discussion in Gund
Hall lounge last week.
In an opening statement Mr.
Rogan said that "Clergy and laymen are concerned with Vietnam
now, and want to risk breaking
naivete. The spokesman are anything but naive, and are as up on
the conflict as the major journals.
We do not want," Mr. Rogan
continued "to be afraid as we are
as Americans, as Christians
of Communism and
and Jews
of Ho Chi Minh; and because of
our nationalism to be afraid to
admit a mistake that we as a people have made."
Mr. Porter then spoke of the
reasons for his participation in
the Washington vigil. "It was the
action motive that appealed to me
"I was
most," he explained.
somewhat unprepared for the
number of clerics. There were no
Roman Catholic bishops but all
other kinds of clerical personnel."
Next, Mr. Porter outlined the
activities of his group during the
"After
weekend.
Washington
spending some time in the silent
vigil, we went to Representative
Wiley's office," he said, "he

anti-administrati- on.

Reveille Given

$500 for Essay
Student Council voted approval

of a $500 loan to Reveille for the

publication of a modern version
of Dusty Path.
The publication will be an 80
page photographic essay of Kenyon life and liberal education
drawing on material in Thomas
Mann's Magic Mountain. Like the
Dusty Path printed with Reuille
'64, it will form the first 80 pages
of the '67 yearbook and 1,500
editions will be published under
separate cover.
According to Reville editor Dan
Horowitz, quality will be emphasized in the essay. Photographs
will be reproduced in a new process called FM, a printing system
which produces more accurate
Better quality
on page 6
tone-dept-

h.
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Great Balls of Snow

Hill Quakes in Noctural Romp

Kenyon upperclassmen returned to nature Monday night in a
month-earl- y
burst of spring fever.
Prompting the outdoor activisnowfall.
ties was a six-inFriendly snowball battles broke
out around the Hill, as did many
windows. Because of a lack of
human targets, snowballers soon
resorted to throwing at the brick?
between the windows of the
dormitories. Unfortunately, many
ch

Kenyon arms proved rusty, as an
estimated 150 windows were broken, amounting to 450 dollars in
damage, according to maintenance
chief Harry G. Roberts.
The campus's staunch security
force managed to restore order
after the main event. Jack Harris,
senior security officer on duty
that night expressed his deliberation on the matter: "You think

much-neede-

I was gonna stop 150 boys throw-

ing snowballs?"
Dean Edwards stated Tuesday
of the broken
windows would probably be divided by 11, with bills being
presented to all fraternities.

that the expense

evening's
activities
Monday
were climaxed by the erection of
snow statue outa quaint-lookin- g
side Ascension Hall.

New Debate

Tourney Here
First Kenyon Intercollegiate
Debate Tournament
has been
slated for Saturday in the rooms
of Rosse, Mather and Ascension
Hall.
For this initial tournament,
teams will represent Marietta,
Heidelberg, Ohio State, the University of Wheeling, and Ford
College (Michigan). Invitations to
the tournament have been handled by the Kenyon Debate Club.
Program for the tournament
calls for four rounds of five sidebates
multaneous, switch-sid- e
on the topic: "Resolved, that the
United States should substantially reduce its foreign policy committments." Kenyon will be represented in. the competition by
Jeffrey Butz and Edgar Byham.
Trophies will be awarded to
each of the three top teams and
to the top three individual speakers. Debating schedules will be
published, and the tournament
will be open to all interested individuals.
Debate Club plans for later in
the Spring call for an address by
Senator Stephen Young some
time in April. The senator will
speak on American foreign
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Physical Education
The physical education program for Kenyon students has
long been a subject of controversy, and will be due for further
reconsideration before long.
In view of this prospective reconsideration, the Collegian
goes on record as opposed to any physical education requirement. There are several reasons why we believe requirement
here is a bad thing.
We find it difficult to accept a physical education requirement as part of a program leading to an academic degree. It is
difficult to believe that the college would deny an individual
his degree because he has not completed his physical education
requirement or cannot swim 100 yards. The academic degree
is of such importance, and the physical education relatively so
trivial, that it is ludicrous to deny an individual intellectual
recognition because he is deficient in his physical aspects, or in
his attitude toward them.
Further, we feel that most individuals would react in a
specially negative way to a required physical education course
they dislike. They would have a greater tendency to do as
little work as possible here than in, for example, a repugnant
Basic Course. They would thus lose any benefit the PE course
might otherwise have for them.
Finally, the concept of a mandatory physical education
program is entirely incompatible with the philosophy behind
the proposed curriculum changes where no course is "required."
Why, we might ask, must physical education necessarily be
included in the 80 per cent of the liberally educated man at
Kenyon when language is not?
Now we realize that an individual stands to profit directly
and materially from physical fitness. In other words, working
out is a good thing. But the rub is that many feel that if a
student is not required to take a PE course he will never go
near the field house, and they are surely right if the current
program were put on a voluntary basis.
The solution is clearly to offer a physical education program which sufficiently attracts students that they will be willing, not coerced, to participate. We suggest, for example, competitive sports such as touch football, basketball or soccer possibly with three or four teams playing among themselves during
a quarter. Accompanying this program would have to be a
strong system of advisement on the hill, such as the new curriculum will necessitate for individuals who would do well to
take, for example, a language.
This suggested physical education program, then, would
not be a system telhng a student what is good for him and
making him take it, but would be giving him a choice and providing an attractive alternative. We believe a student would
profit much more from a voluntary, competitive program where
he is doing something he wants to do.
DWH
CORRECTION

. . would be somewhat
mitigated
by
allowing the students more
Do to a printing error in last
week's Collegian, following itali- freedom within that system. Seccized
protions were admitted ond, he seems to imply that no
from Mr. Philip Cerny's letter:
alienation exists . .
.

In Kenyon Expansion

To the Editor:

Thought for Poor
Urged in Planning

llegian

by Bob Boruchowitz
At a time when Kenyon is eagar
in its preparations for present and
future and is concerned about its
role in education in America, the
problems of Negro, underprivileged, "differently prepared" youngsters should be of prime importance in the thinking of the college.
In the conference on Negro life
in the urban ghetto last weekend,
Mrs. Jewel Graham described the

Letters
To the Editor:
I don't wish to leave unnoticed
Mr. Peden's claim (in a letter in
your last issue) that I have
sought to justify the College's

regulations by arguing "the need
to maintain a certain veneer of
in order to keep
'propriety'
I have
our public image
argued for propriety, but never
for a "veneer" and never for the
sake of a "public image."
Let us consider the matter of
propriety and the question implicit in Mr. Peden's letter, one
asked in one way or another by
many a student of late: Is "what
goes on in the dormitory," as we
sometimes say, properly the faculty's concern?
In a residential college like
Kenyon, the student is at all
times a member of the college.
On becoming a member of the
College he has expressed his willingness, wittingly or unwittingly,
to accept the standards and values it proposes. If he finds he
cannot accept them, he can renounce his membership. Yet so
long as he remains a candidate
for the degree, he must abide by
the rules. He is free to criticize
them and to protest against those
he finds false, but he cannot reject them without risking dismissal.
It is the nature of the academic
community that a superior body,
the faculty, proposes the values
and standards of the community.
It is a responsibility the faculty
cannot shirk so long as it awards
the degree, unhappy as the duty
may sometimes be. To propose
values and standards means saying what is right and what is
wrong, though frequently the
"right" and "wrong" have value
only with regard to the practices
of educated men. For example, a
teacher can properly insist that it
is wrong to say "I ain't" or "between you and I," even though
a dictionary may find no fault
with such usage. These are questions of propriety, if by propriety
we mean that which is considered
appropriate. It is just as proper
for a teacher to condemn muddled thinking, ignorance of one's
culture, unsupported
argument,
and the like, since these are not
approved by educated men. To
See HAYWOOD, page 6
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at Antioch
program
which seeks "differently prepared" students. It is a fullscale interracial education program seeking students who, in Rev. Jesse
Jackson's terms, have had their
legs cut off in a rich white society that leaves open college doars
but does not allow everyone the
means to enter them.
Antioch decided to circumvent
its standard admission requirements in order to help these students and to enrich the college
with the contributions to the academic community these students
can provide. The college made
this decision because as Mrs.
Graham said, "We feel it is important enough to do so." And
they feel it is important enough
to conduct an extensive and successful campaign to raise over
Mrs.
$100,000 for the program.
Graham said in response to a
question that the possibility of
such a program existing at Kenyon rests with the attitude of the
students and the college.
Kenyon is endeavoring to bring
two students to Gambier from
Appalachia's Alice Lloyd Junior
College. We should be perhaps
even more vitally concerned with
problem of helpthe nation-wid- e
ing Negro, Mexican, Indian, and
poor white young people break
out of ghetto life. Kenyon has
finally begun to free itself from
Ivory Tower apathy and now is
the time to follow the highly
civil rights conference with
interest and action expressing not
only to ourselves but to the nation a vital concern in affairs outside the immediate Gambier area.
Deadened by the long Ohio
winter, one sensed an increasing
revitalization of his mind, a reawakening of his interest and
concern as he attended the conference sessions. Ideally the campus should be constantly alive
with events and ideas in public
affairs. As human beings we have
too much of an obligation to our
fellow man to maintain an isolationist policy.
Kenyon must face an obligate
tion to
and differently
prepared students and it must
confront an obligation to its present students to maintain an alive,
publicly aware campus.
suc-cesf- ul

non-whi-

To

the Editor:

Deans' Assembly on
Mr. Shapiro made
the passing remark that Kenyon
students have "got it knocked."
This came after his plea for
money to support a junior college
student from Appalachia here at
Kenyon. His request is for a
good cause that does need wholehearted assistance of every student. But to say that Kenyon
students can give generously
simply because they go to Kenyon is just as erroneous as to think
that a man goes to Kenyon to
escape the draft, just to bide his
time until he can go to work for
his old man. All Mr. Shapiro
has to do is check how many
Kenyon students are on scholarships, and how many more students could use them. Let him
find out how many students work
during
the summer to earn
enough money for the privilege
of returning to Kenyon the following fall. Then let him check
how many students work through
the school year. When he has finished these three simple tasks, I
challenge Mr. Shapiro to repeat
that Kenyon students have "got
it knocked."
Alan Michels, 70
At

the

February

20,

2, 1957

In the last issue of the Cothere appeared a quote on
page six from Donald Comis
which expressed, in effect, the belief that those people on campus
not involved in protesting the wa
in Vietnam, or handing out policy
sheets in Peirce Hall were not
interested in anything but drinking, sex, and grades. Having previously sensed this opinion in
other Collegian articles and letters, we feel moved to register
concern.
We hold that there is a sizeable
group of people on campus who
are, though not "activists," interested in events of world importance and who make an effort to
remain informed and constantly
assessing the situations. Although
these people may not correspond
to the common conception of an
"activist" (one who through demonstrations and other methods
to make publicly known
beliefs that he is committed to
in the hope of bringing about
some substantial change in the
beliefs of others around him)
they do concern themselves in an
attempt to arrive at a position
consistent with known facts, to
which they may at some later
time commit themselves. Are we
to condemn so easily the man
who is not committed enough to
join KSCEWV or the march in
New York in April, or should we
not instead commend him for
ATKINS, page 6
at-tem-

re-S-

To

ps

ee

the Editor:

In response to Mr. Peden's
tter in the

February

le23 issue of

the Collegian, I would like to
voice an opposition. Firstly, there
must be a deeper meaning to the
administration's stand on rules
than Mr. Haywood has expressed
in his statement about maintaining a "veneer of propriety." Certainly the administration realizes,
and rightly so, that a community
such as Kenyon cannot exist as
such without certain rules and
their enforcement, not only for a
facade of "propriety" but also
(and this is not "defunct") for
the general welfare of its students
and their guests.
Mr. Peden's suggested solution
to the problem of rules on the
campus is absurd. Kenyon is
more than an institution for attaining a good liberal arts education. It is also an attempt to
prepare the student for life outside of parental guidance and outside of the isolation of Gambier.
If the administration should aboof rules in
lish the enforcement
the college community, the Kenyon graduate, after four years of
living under such a system, would
find himself wandering through a
strange world in which suddenly
all rules are enforced. The transition from one system into the
other would certainly not be easy
or pleasant for anyone.
Finally, it seems obvious that
Mr. Peden is unaware of the
OLBRICH, Page 6
de-S-
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that's why
political values
I'm against the war in Vietnam,
because I love people."
"I won't debate Lynch," he
said. "You got the wrong preacher. We may have philosophical
differences, but I love him for his
being and the courage asserted by
his being. The fervor of my love
for him is not in conversation,
but in action."
On the issue of
Jackson said: "I just learned
to appreciate Negro history because I found it psychologically
rewarding. But Negroes need a
future; our hisiory is, and what

Conference Belies

.

Perspectives

Split

Continued from page 1
.unication, past success, tough-esa complicated mind, a hard
worker, a sense of humor, and
eedom of movement." She tried
impart a notion of flexibility in
noosing, emphasizing
that the
jalities enumerated described
ghetto kid, but,
t the average
the kid who has
;3ined most from the diversity of
The ques-;o- n
is ghetto experience.
in everyone's
minds: what
the
ioes this say for dismantling
.hetto? Mrs. Graham's point was
that ghetto life in part prepares
;n individual for the sophisticated
caches of education. The crime
is the trunf American society
dled career of the ghetto youth.
Jnce he achieves that neat sensi-;;lit- y
inherent in the ghetto and
e tries to exploit it in his search
"his legs
or further education,
e
cut off," as Jesse Jackson
iter put it.
And that is where Mrs. Graham
step in
ir.d the Ford Foundation
with their set of perfectly fitted
artificial limbs. Do the kids respond? In answer to this Mrs.
Graham issued a large "Sure!"
related seveShe enthusiastically
ral anecdotes to prove the epiphany which higher education had
brought to her students.

I

--

,

.

Afro-Americanis-

m,

;-esu-

mably,

--

.

monly repressed anxieties of the
white liberal. Strangely, he seem
ed behind the times in his
acquaintance
with the current
framework of racial ddiscussion.
He stressed the issue of de jac'.o
segregation, which was all very
V.
well and good. But he stressed
it to the point of dismissing all
I
other symptoms of negritude as
'.
it is it is."
the creations of the Negro actiJackson said his philosophy of
vists.
was based on his diagnosis
action
Garfinkel said de jacXo segreof the white man's "sickness."
gation could be eliminated with
he said, exacerthe mobilization of "new tactics"
sickness and turns the
that
bates
in leadership and sufficient motiT
PTfTHTC T Pinrn Taa Tarkcnn Iratr
r n a n t in the KenVOll pain on the white man. He cited
vation on the part of the individ
Conference, is pictured above right with longtime associate Martin police action against white crowds
ual Negro American.
"Black Luther King of NAACP. Jackson is a leader of the Southern Chris- at Cicero, Illinois last summer.
Power means Negro
tian Leadership Conference.
His plan of action, Jackson said,
he said, but then went on
is based on this premise: "Freeto decry the alleged invitation to a
kneejerk repugnance to every was that of, to use James Bald- dom in capitalism means to have
inverse racism implicit in the extension of the society in which win's phrase "the chorus of the access to capitalism." He said for
slogan.
innocents," or the speechless re- Negroes to get on their feet they
they live and oppose the VietThe professor said one thing namese war, line up behind the sponse of white people simply must develop their own capital
which was no more than over- rhetoric of socialism, and all the trying to prove their decency base in their own communities.
heard by the audience. Had it rest that tickles the young radi- without risking the charge of He explained lack of Negro ad- been in print, along with much cal. And the middle-clas- s
values condescension.
vancement over the years as the
of what he said, it would have which Lynch would have the
of dependence on the white
result
JACKSON
JESSE
THE REV.
been quite moving. This was: Negro masses reject are actually
capital:
"Ben Dawson
Rosse man's
in
arrived
Jackson
Jesse
"(Negroes) must recognize the what sustain them in their quest
congressman)
Negro
(Chicago's
complexity and paradox in which for better lives. Some welfare Hall in the middle of Lynch's didn't grow up wanting to be an
dehaving
been
plane
his
speech,
human experience occurs." He budgets have recently been reto be
he sat uncle Tom. But he wanted
somedidn't succeed in making the vised to allow relief recipients to layed at Chicago. When
to
went
so
he
a
politician,
paid
point stick, however, because he see a movie every now and then. down in the front row he
a few body else's capital."
for
Lynch
to
attention
spoke of Negroes strictly from the Are they going to refuse the
Jackson's method of economic
as if
standpoint of their groups and money because they can't relate seconds, then lost interest
in the ghetto indevelopment
he had heard it all before. He
accomplishments,
vari
their
to
their
white and
ideologically
transferring
volves
or
economically
Mrs. Graham mentioned that
audimight William Holden and Audrey Hep- started to look around the
he
etc.
What
leaders,
banks, obous
Negro
to
Negro
funds
comment
to
asked
r.e had
uecu usivcu iu uuiniitt.n
nau been
Maybe he was counting
ence.
of
observation
out
his
stores
have
retail
in
drawn
space
see
to
taining
going
they
are
No,
burn?
Black Power. So she did, and
Negroes. There were about 40
,
- made products, and,
was the obvious conclusion: that the movie, and afterwards stand
Negro
for
audience, including a light
we have to grant that the man is on the street corner indulging in the
through the use of consumer boy
i'oscure because of the digression
mulatto girl from Deni
skinned
his
own
about
authority
final
forcing companies whose
cotts,
a
the
private
in
us
of
rest
the
like
it
new,
but
That she said wasn't
who squealed with agreement
feelings. Individual senses and daydream of themselves as Wil- son
margin of profit depends on
was at least a working definition,
Lynch
said.
things
of
the
at some
only individual senses can per liam Holden and Audrey
ghetto sales to integrate their
setting some minds going and
He took off his black topcoat,
paraand
complexity
production facilities.
how
ceive
preparing the audience for the
laid it down slowly on a table,
never
group
can
A
operate.
In the contest of rhetoric that
dox
"Black
evening's pyrotechnics:
Then again, there is much in and started talking extemporane- marked the weekend, Jackson
a person,
for
indicator
the
become
Power can be seen as a statement
middle-clas- s
life which looks ously. As he spoke the audience clearly won. The audience did not
does, a dehumanizing
of goals
and aspirations, a cry and when it
when seen relaxed from the tight and low regard him as the spokesman of
debilitating
and
sickly
vision results.
tor visibility, for participation, for
attitude they had assumed after an insurgent group, as I think
angle, especfrom the lower-cla'.he ability to act in our own beLynch's speech. It was obvious
Unfortuangle.
Negro
ially the
LINCOLN O. LYNCH
they did Lynch, but a productive
half."
that Jackson wanted their atten- activist with the persuasive lanmiddle
aspect
of
is
this
nately,
it
at
first
spoke
Lynch
Lincoln
In a very important way Mrs.
confronts the tion, and he commanded it. He guage to match. His humor and
the evening session. Well, he did class society that
Graham's address established the
honestly to warmed them up with a humor realism recalled the compelling
tries
he
Negro
when
read
n't quite speak, he more like
tone of the conference. What she
Lincoln ous recounting of his ride up syle of union leadership in the
class.
middle
seemed to be a CORE become
in a distinct- from what
said was expressed
has done ef- from the Columbus airport, durthirties. After his address, a Ken- position paper, gleaned at random Lynch's organization
ive manner of rhetoric. Indeed,
with ing which his driver, a college yon professor observed," I would
grappling
in
work
fective
"angry
of
file
massive
a
from
she tried to be rhetorically overand callousness. employee, told Jackson that he n't be surprised if 30 Kenyon stustatements" which the head office discrimination
whelming. She grabbed her audiemorning ses was a member of the American dents joined him right now on a
Saturday
During the
keeps somewhere within easy
nce in spots, but much of it
the erron- Legion in Mount Vernon, which march to Chicago, if he asked
eradicated
Lynch
sion
bullpen of speakers.
segregated
She failed reach of its
which meets in racially
CORE
seemed heavy-hande- d.
of
impression
to."
Lynch, a crisply - accented eous
Jackson made some them
quarters.
to address herself to the critical
the
his
screed
got
from
many
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to report "the
claimed
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gave an ac- ironic remarks about this situanatter of integration, its pros and
DISCUSSION
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mood of the Afro- - previous night. He
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and
feeline
the
assured
he
said
He
coninstead the
detail of tion.
cons, accepting
especially in the slums count in almost boring
morning session
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cept of integration as an absolute
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whose last
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ghettoes of the United the work
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and
amiable.
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else.
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offering had been his exHe went on from that Baltimore,
States."
public
style
oratorical
an
in
Speaking
of
voice.
summer
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"target city" for the
point to shellack President John- 19CG.
but is pression of exasperation with
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The entire project, which which might be deceptive,
foreign
nation's
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white students in the question-answinterview),
son
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own
his
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the
with a sour "a" and a
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for
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about
talked
young
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war.
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in the
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development
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third
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A diminuitive,
espousal
he pulled on his to incorporate differences, and
if there is not an open
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war
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jammed
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face,
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imes with great expression,
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a
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least
his
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most
sometimes with redundancy. GenSaturday session tells a lot.
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more
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one
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Swimmers: From Denison to the
by Bill Yost
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Arl Hensley, Kenyon high jump record holder.

Winter Track Team
Hits Winning Season
by Ron Hoxter

the Kenyon winter track team conby defeating Oberlin and Malone at
The Lords pushed over the .500 mark
The success of the Kenyon track team
is particularly noteworthy in light of the loss of several important men. Most people close to the team were pessimistic at
the outset of the season, but in competition Kenyon has deThis past Saturday
cluded a winning season
Wertheimer Field House.
with this double victory.

feated some powerful rivals, Oberlin and Ohio Wesleyan among
them. All that remains are the conference prelims on March 4
and the finals on March 11, both of which will be held at Deni- son University.
THE SCORING for Kenyon
was basically in the same pattern
it has been in all season long;
most of the points were won in
the sprints and field events, while
the distance events went to the
opposition.
MALONE COLLEGE, located
in Canton, was close behind Art
Hensley until the 55 low hurdles,
and then Art pulled away to
Malone
Hensley
won the long jump, the high
jump, the 55 yard low hurles, and
the 55 highs. Dave Yamauchi and
Pierce Scanton placed
in the
pole vault with "Mouchi" clearing 12'6".
KENYON'S 880 RELAY team
of Van Voris, Williams, Johnson,
and Shultz started the track
events off by taking a first in
1:37.9.
In other dash events
Bucky Williams won the 300 yard
dash in 34.3, Russ Tuverson
placed 2nd in the 600 and 880,
and Jeff Kelleher took first in
the 440 with an excellent clocking of 53.7. Don Mayer placed
3rd in the 440 yard dash and 4th
in the 880,
Lee Van
Voris was 4th in the 440, Barry
Spore placed 3rd in both the 55
low and high hurdles, and Greg
Johnson and Stan Shultz tied for
3rd in the 55 yard dash.
MITCH SOSIS prevented Kenyon from being shut-oin the
distance events. Oberlin swept all
the places in the one mile and
two mile excepting Sosis' 4th in
the mile and 3rd in the two mile.
Oberlin also took first and second
in the 880. Considering the 880
one can see the difficulty Kenyon
faces in the longer events.
THE FINAL EVENT of the day
was the mile relay, and Van
Voris, Williams, Tuverson, and
Kelleher were entered. Kenyon
out-sco-
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The Denison swim team defeat was the worst suffered at
the hands of Kenyon in several
seasons. Last year the Lords won
by a single point. While this year
Denison was without the services
of their All American backstroker
Hugh Wilder, the Kenyon margin
of twenty eight points meant
Wilder could only have reduced
the magnitude of the defeat. The
Denison
of
contingent
small
rooters were less than vocal by
the end of the meet. Their hopes
of victory had vanquished long
before the final relay, which
brought the point totals to Kenyon 68 Denison 36.
THE HIGH WATERMARK for
Denison's Mermen occurred early
in the meet. They captured the
medley relay but only after being
strongly contested by the Lord's
team of Dan Hale, Greg Kalm-bac- h,
Dave Doyle, and Pete
only
finished
which
Cowen
eight tenths of a second behind
Denison (3:54.8). In the 1000 yd
freestyle the Lords came back to
quickly tie the meet with a one-tw- o
finish by Karl Ruttan and
Keith Bell. Ruttan's winning time
of 11:32.9 represents one of the
best individual performances of
finish
the meet. Another one-tw- o
in the 200 yd freestyle gave Kenyon a lead which was never relinquished.
Phil McManus and
Bill Howard combined to shut out
the Big Red in this event, with
McManus posting a winning time
of 1:56.2.
KENYON CONTINUED monopolizing first places with Larry
Witner's victory in the 50 yd freestyle. Witner was clocked at 'a
fast time of 22.6. which is four
tenths of a second off his varsity
and pool records.
The 200 yd. individual medley
gave the Denison fans one of their
rare opportunities to break loose
as Doug Landgraf out swam Doug
Hutchinson and Bill Koller. In the
process, Landgraf tied Hutchinson's pool record of 2:10.0.
KENYON DIVING had a bad
day as Greg Offenburger and
Mark Rayman slipped from their
best performance against Oberlin
the preceding Saturday. The result was a first and third for
Denison; the best they were able
to achieve in any of the individual events.
THE BIGGEST UPSET of the
afternoon was Dave Doyle's victory in the 200 yd .butterfly,
against the Big Red's pair of excellent flyers Landgraf and
The winning time of
:13.0 is Doyle's best ever.
PHIL McMANUS and Bill Howard gave a repeat performance
of their 200 freestyle finish in the
100 yd freestyle,
finishing once
again one-tw- o.
McManus' winning time was a 51.6. The Lords
followed one sweep with yet
another as Larry Witner and Jack
Crawford out distanced the lone
Denison entry to capture the 200
yd backstroke. Witner's first place
time of 2:12.0 is the best posted
by any Kenyon swimmer in the
event this year.
TIM HOLDER won the 500 yd
freestyle with the best time of
his life, a 5:33.1. An indication
of how much the Ohio Conference
has improved in the last couple
of years is that senior Tim
Holder with a slightly slower
time finished second in the
conference his freshman year.
This year the same time will
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Track

Co-Capla-

in

Lee Van Vorus

had a V2 point lead, so victory
in the meet and a winning season both hinged on this event. A
tired Russ Tuverson did a great
job in the third leg keeping the
Oberlin runner at his shoulder,
thus disallowing him the opportunity to pass. Jeff Kelleher got
the baton simultaneously
with
the Oberlin anchor man. He immediately surged out into the
lead, maintaining his lead for the
quarter mile, thus giving Kenyon
its margin of victory.

Compliments

of

Larry's Carry Out

at best probably take a fifth in
the conference.
his
CONTINUED
KOLLER
year long domination of the 200
yd breaststroke taking first with
a time of 2:26.2. The Lords climaxed a solid team performance by
breaking the pool mark for the
400 yd freestyle relay. The team
consisting of Hutchinson, McManus
Howard and Witner was clocked
at 3:22.6, breaking the old Kenyon record by two tenths of a
second.
On Friday and Saturday Kenyon will take on the other teams
of the Ohio Conference as the
swimmers seek their fourteenth
straight championship. The Lords
favmust be picked as pre-meorites on the basis of tradition,
depth, conditioning and desire.
For many of the Kenyon swim
et

0AC

mers this is the only meet of the
year. This one makes or breaks
a season.
The Lords should give a stron
showing in the freestyle both
sprint and distance, and in the
breastroke. Lords should have a
passing performance in the butterfly, while backstroke can only
be considered a question mark
with the erratic performance of
the regular season.
The Lords should place someone in the top six of every event
and could well place the four allowable in the top twelve in
several events. The conference
this year is being held at Ohio
Wesleyan, on both Friday
and Saturday, the preliminaries
will begin at one o'clock and the
finals at eight o'clock. It will be
a show well worth seeing.
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Lords Shoot Down Tourney
Cardinals, 80-76

Without a doubt, Kenyon has
the material to win the OAC. The
by Floyd S. Linton
Lords' scoring average of 84.3
points per game leads the conBefore last Wednesday's game the Otterbein cheerleaders ference, and even a chimpanzee
arried a large wooden frame in the shape of an "0" on to the can see that Rinka and Dunlop
are the toughest set of guards that
basketball court at Westerville. Stretched across the frame was the conference has seen for some
?rown paper with the legend "Through this O pass the Otter-lei- n time.
Cards, Next NCAA Champs," written on it. As the Otter-i- n
The Lords are red hot, having
basketball team ran onto the court, they were to run won their last five conference
trough the "0," much the same way a dog jumps through a games. In the pairing of teams
last Sunday for the Northern Dijaming hoop at the circus.
vision tournament, it was apparBut in their enthusiasm and Rinka, or more often, downcour!
ent that no one wanted to play
to Parmelee or Johnson, almos' the Lords.
expectations for a national championship the Otterbein players every time. This defense manTonite's game is against Hiram
cheerleaders alike overlooke- aged to hold Kenyon's
and a Kenyon victory is not to
obstacle,
down, but failed to give them be taken for granted. The Lords
d their immediate
.'each Bob Harrison's rampaging the ball on turnovers as often as beat the Terriers by only 68-i'ienyon Lords.
on January 30th, in a wide open
For Otterbein it was designed to.
contest. Conference power Ot- hat night it was a simple case
With Kenyon's fast break slowSf counting their Cardinals befed down somewhat, and with OAC CHAMPIONSHIP
The
hatched.
ore they
Dick Fox fouling out, Otterbein terbein defeated the Terriers by
9
Lords closed to within three points with a mere
last Saturday, and
and
iS
from the field) played their seven minutes left. With the Hiram captain Jim Warstler holds
jest ball of the season as they
score
the Lords' Parmelee a 22.5 pt. scoring average. All 5
8,
out of fouled Otterbein's Terry McCam-moof Hiram's starters average over
;;mped the Cards,
10 pts. per game. The winner of
iird place in the OAC, and broke
objecParmelee offered his
home win- tions to the referee and drew an tonight's game, probably Kenyon
3:terbein's
ing streak.
immediate technical. Coach Bob should have a relatively easy time
Harrison then shot up from the beating Oberlin tomorrow, but
thing
a
was
way
cruel
it
a
In
Saturday's game against Baldwin- :;r the Lords to do. Basketball bench to object and drew a techWallace, Heidelberg, Wooster or
four-poii quite obviously the only thing nical. The result was a squad, Mount Union will be tough in
gift to the Otterbein
Otterbein has to live for. The
deed, assuming that the opponent
0" the cheerleaders held up for and they went ahead
is
The winner of Saturday's
the players to run through before
At similar points in Kenyon's game will play the Southern Di
the game was only one of many
the opposing vision champion at Denison on
basketball history
gimmicks that Otter-:ii- n team going ahead on a break by Tuesday.
used to show team support. the refree
the Lords would us
The Lords are relatively inex
Indeed, the whole process of pep- - ually fall apart and allow their
perienced, but their momentum
at opponent to take the game. But
tuilding and
may prove to be a deciding
Dtterbein seemed to have a high the Lords this time held their
igree of organization and
morale and fought back. For the
for such a small next five minutes, the lead seeschool.
sawed until Parmelee, who hit
g
banner-xavinfive for six from the field, sank
Much of the tinsel and
8
of the Otterbein fans sur-- ; a jumper to tie the score
then
go.
Otterbein
to
2:27
with
rounded their star center, Don
1.23
Carlos. Carlos is of the genus attempted to stall, but with
by John Smylh
was
McKee
Jim
Cards'
left,
the
Harry:;$ketball player, species
three-seconviolad
Completely outclassed by Wit
Practically nabbed with a
poses-sio- n
wrestlers;
took
Lords
the
tenbere's
and
tion
1966-67
the whole
Otterbein Pro
of the ball. The Lords held several Lords turned in poor per
gram is devoted to listing Carlos'
called formances as the team lost its
statistics and awards ad nauseam. on until 0:22 and then
Harrison then took last meet of the season, Jy-A rough-houstyle of player, timp-nn- t.
center Kenyon's poor showing was an
Carlos
in his Marty out of the game at
was contained
The idea unfitting finish to the Lords' last
shooting and rebounding by the and put in Finstrom.
to Finstom month of wrestling, during which
Lords' Dick Fox, in the first half, was to give the ball
the Lords' the team overcame its lack of ex
covered
Otterbein
if
second
snd Lee Johnson,
in the
Otterbein perience and performed better
if
or
closely,
too
half.
he scored 27 guards
Although
Fincovered
and
this
than Kenyon wrestlers have for
expected
was
points, Carlos' effectiveness
to
was
guards
many years past.
of
the
rr.ostly from the free throw line, strom, one
the
just
was
It
shot.
In one of the few high points
up
the
set
where he caged 13 of 15, rather
with
and
happened,
of the meet for Kenyon, junior
than from the field, where his latter that
the Gary Nave brought his season re
into
dribbled
Rinka
left,
0.04
position was frequently off, and
put in a picturcord to 7 and 1 by beating his
he had to settle for 7 of 17, far right corner and
the 152 lb. opponent by an 8 to 0
When
jumper.
esque
below his usual 55.
He was
noteworthy
sour Don decision.
Another
by Kit Marty 12 final gun sounded, a
123 lb. Bob
the
by
fought
into
ball
was
the
match
fired
Carlos
to 10.
parhard and
noisy
drove
who
Kenyon's
Leighton,
rafters and
In the first half the Lords
a decision
and
on
court
match
his
the
won
onto
also
flocked
tisans
throttled the Cardinals with a
hoisted a grinning Harrison to Gard Hazen wrestled well in the
combining
pinned in
offense,
their shoulders along with Dunlop first period, but was
shootiwith red-hthe second.
and Rinka.
ng. The Lords hit nearly 70
Tomorrow, most of the wrest
game, the Kenyon
the
After
from the field in the first half.
surlers travel to the OAC wrestling
was happy, but
locker-rooRinka had 15 and Dunlop 13 to
at Muskingum.
championships
for
it
save
"Let's
prisingly quiet.
5
!ead the Lords to a strong
his 7 and 1 recwith
Nave,
championship," Gary
conference
likely to succeed,
halftime advantage.
In the first the
most
is
ord,
someone said.
half, the only danger sign for
while Bob Leighton and John
should also do
the Lords was Dick Fox's foul
76-6- 5
Yeomen Beaten,
trouble. On his way to an outwell.
standing defensive performance
Continued on page 6, Col. 5
Kenyon met a determined, up
in the first half, holding Carlos to
Oberlin five at Ober
9
Yeo
points, Fox picked up four per
lin last Saturday night. The
OAC STANDINGS
sonals.
men attempted to stop tne nui
zone
,..v,rpk with a
12-Otterbein came out determined
1. Wittenberg
dribmuch
too
did
Kenyon
11-press.
to stop Kenyon's
e
Baldwin-Wallacfast break in
2.
half and lest
10-the second half. Coach Curt Tong bling in the first
3. Kenyon
bad
the ball too many times on
of Otterbein placed three players
Otterbein
4.
struggle to
line in passes. They had to
iust across the
5. Denison
at the
game,
5
the
stay
in
Kenyon's territory on defense, to
6. Marietta
two
Parmelee's
Terry
7
on
half
guards
Wesleyan
Pick up Kenyon's hustling
7. Ohio
free throws. In the
Rinka and Dunlop early. Two
Capital
8.
Dunlop
second half, Harrison had
Players, 4 Wayne Wolfe and 6
9. Oberlin
ball
the
feed
simply
Jim McKee, were set to collapse and Rmka
10. Woosler
and
Parmelee,
Fox,
n Dunlop before he crossed the to front men
Hiram
scored 24, 19, and 12
line, with speedy 8 Marty, who
Mount Union
big
Fox's
It was
guard Tim Pond left to contain respectively.
Muskingum
11.
21 rebounds
Despite such night as he grabbed
e.
Rinka
12. Heidelburg
the
as
points
24
Dunlop broke to go with his
heavy pressure,
going away
free and passed the ball either to Lords won
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The Rinks
by Richard Brean

Back in October I was eating dinner in Peirce Hall
when the kid next to me nudged me and hoarsely whispered, "That's Rinka, the basketball player." The object of
our attention marched by, a stocky freshman bearing more
than a resemblance to an Ohio State running halfback.
I next heard of John Rinka after the Ashland game:
everybody kept talking about the new guy who could
dribble behind his back and shoot like a demon. A few
days later, at the Capital game, I finally caught Rinka's
act. He amazed me, powering past Capital defender.-- :
when he drove, trying them into knots when he controlled
the ball. He had this hard, long shot that always seemed
to swish. Very NBA. The Capital cheerleaders cursed
him and the Kenyon guys loved it. Everyone came away
convinced: John Rinka is one helluva ballplayer.
Ever since he picked up his first
He should be.
basketball while he was still in kindergarten, John Rinka
has lived for basketball. In fifth grade he joined his first
organized league, by his senior year in high school he belonged to five more and was competing 10 organized
games a week.
They played for endless hours on burning asphalt
courts in Milwaukee. Some white, mostly Negro. They
Marquette,
came from the Big Ten, the
all Big Time. And John Rinka the high school kid was
there, "keeping my mouth shut and just glad to be playing ball with those guys."
Short, only 5'9", he learned how to jump high, higher,
to shoot well, better, to cut quick, quicker. He matured as
a ballplayer.
High school ball in Shorewood, Wisconsin was candy.
recognition came in its
He shot, fed, set picks.
course and with it the college offers, for both football and
basketball. Rinka, an excellent quarterback, gained a
couple thousand yards in high school. Feelers came in
from Dartmouth, Princeton, Annapolis. But basketball was
Rinka's first love, and his height crippled him.
Wisconsin State, Ripon, and Lawrence talked scholarship, but Marquette, home town and Big Time, simply
wasn't interested. Too short was the consensus. Lots of
good little men around.
One of the letters coming into the Rinka home was
from Kenyon. John hadn't heard too much about the
place but a kid from his school went there and when an
alumni representative contacted him he visited Gambier.
Meeting Coach Harrison and Johnny Dunlop, Rinka came
away impressed and admits, "They really helped me de
cide on Kenyon."
Now, a year later, John is second in the Ohio Conference in scoring with a 23.7 average, has had a TV short
done on him, and has seen his name in both the San
Francisco Chronicle and the New York Times. But he still
broods about the bad game at Oberlin and worries when
his shot isn't dropping. Rinka emphasizes that he's only
part of a larger team effort, but with equal honesty, Rinka
realizes his own key role in it. "I set very high goals for
myself," he simply explains. And Kenyon profits from
Mid-America-
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Emotions Stifled
By Priest's Diary

powerful emotional response,
but, most of the time, we feel
none. Only at the end are our
stifled emotions released. Susan
Sontag quotes Bresson who gives
a broad clue to his intention:
".
each shot is like a word,
which means nothing by itself, or
rather means so many things that
in effect it is meaningless. But
a word in a poem is transformed,
its meaning made precise and
unique, by its placing in relation
to the words around it: in the
same way a shot in a film is given
its meaning by its context, and
each shot modifies the meaning of
the previous one until with the
last shot a total unparaphrasable
meaning has been arrived at.
Acting has nothing to do with
that, it can only get in the way."
For Bresson, the film is a tool

by Jeffrey Fisher

a

A work of art is often complex and difficult to like. It is
not the same as its content; therefore, it is never merely the substance of any easy interpretation.
The question is not what it
means, but what it is: what is our
experience of it. To the extent
that our experience of any particular work is not common to all
but conditioned by all our previous experience (not only of art,
but of life), to this extent, the
experience is personal and ineffable.
"Diary of a Country Priest" is
not an easy film to like. Robert
Bresson, the director, is uncompromising in his insistence that
we view it in the way he intended. The words seem to demand

.

.

narration; it is bound up with
words. Not only do individual
scenes bear the same relationship
to each other as words in a poem,
but the scenes exist only to duplicate the sense of the words. This
is accomplished in two ways. The
priest writes in his diary. As the
words are set down, the narrator
reads them. The action then duplicates the words. At other times,
the priest performs some action
which is in turn clarified by narration or a diary entry.
Repetition and the treatment of
scenes as visual fragments, prevents us from becoming emotionally involved with the priest or
identifying his inner conflict. The
easy emotion is subdued in favor
of reflection and a deeper intellectual response.
of

We are not permitted to read
into the scenes, to go underneath
the words, as it were. The priest's
We are
conflict is internalized.
confused by his relationship to
the other characters and their relationship to each other. They
are dilineated partially, as
in a diary. Psychological
motivations don't exist. Even the
priest's dramatic confrontation of
the countess is unintentional and
inexplicable. He says: "O marvel,
that one should instill in another
that which one does not share
onaself. O miracle of our empty
hands."
psr-sonag-

Ugh!

Crass Concert
Collapses Critic
pretations of its other choices

by Larry Glass
Last Saturday evening in the
Church of the Holy Spirit, six
musical groups met for the Lenten Service to perform selections
ranging from Mozart to Copland.
Of those six, the visiting Western
College Choir proved the superior, in a very dignified way. Such
numbers as "If Ye Love Me" and
"By the River" were prossessed
of a sober discipline and a very
lovely union of voices. As is common, the women yielded the best
part of the show and further contributed three fine soloists to the
combined choirs in an effort to
save the remainder of the program from excessive lethargy.
The Western Choir followed a
rather melancholic and unsure
Brass Choir whose playing of
Long's "Chaconne in D Minor"
proved to be somewhat startling
and
Not surprisingly,
what I found myself muttering
after each instrumental piece was
to the effect of "Whew, they made
it;" it certainly was an
for some of the musicians. And
with them fared the Knox County
Orchestra and its "Sheep May
Safely Graze" by
several of the melodies were
moving and several were left

doused the flame. And the selections on the whole, especially
of the conthose five, (one-thir- d
cert), with which the program
ended, were blatantly lacking in
taste and appeal, were unaccept-abl- y
composition
The
dull.
"Praise Be to God" by Richard
Monaco, (director of the Western
College Choir), seemed tirelessly
unending, like a dirge for the
death of God. Even critics can
be drugged senseless. Burleigh's
"Were You There?" a
script and score, was interpreted most unfavorably, and
the one representative Mozart,
"Missa Brevis in D Major K. 194,'"
was obscure, soulless, heavy, and
full of drafts.
Let me say one last thing about
the Singers and the Choir. Decent
performances
by these groups
seem to be the exception, not the
rule. And last Saturday's was not
exceptional. There does not seem
to be anyone in a position of
leadership sufficiently interested
in exploiting the existing talent
of the two groups. Now, the audience's opinion deserves some
attention from the performer.
And it is indeed a perversion of
"actor-audienrethe
lationship" for the performer to
The Chapel Choir began well realize that he is considered beenough with solid sound and low average, is in fact below
quick enthusiasm for "Sing Praise average, and yet do nothing about
to Our Glorious Lord" by Schuetz, it. But that is the situation as it
but the dreariness of the inter stands.
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graphs to be used for the FM require special lab development by
a Chicago commercial firm. As a
result, the total cost of the project will be about $2,800, Horowitz reported.
essay has
The photographic
won strong support from the college administration, which will
utilize at least 650 of the books
for promotional purposes. Other
funds would come from a loan
from Special Projects, not finalized at this time, and the $500
advance from Council.
Sale profits on the Magic Mountain essay will be used to reprint
Dusty Path, for which there is a
a large demand from administration, students and outside sources.
From Dusty Path sales, Horowitz
stated he expects to clear about
$3,000 which would be returned
to Council in two to three years
under present plans.

Haywood

Continued from page
against

argue

such a notion of

seems pointless.
Equally pointless, it seems to
me, is the argument that a student's conduct in the dormitory
is a matter of his personal preference. In the dormitory as in
the classroom, he remains, as a
member of the College, subject to
the judgment of the faculty. Yet
this is not to say that a student
cannot influence the community's
notion of what propriety is. Members of the faculty, if they are
wise and generous, will heed the
opinion of student members and
will note the practices of like institutions. Indeed, the performance and opinion of students will
ultimately influence the faculty's
definition, even as they influence
the decisions as to where the line
is drawn between pass and fail.
It was a faculty vote, remember,
which granted students a share
in the legislative process through
the Campus Senate.
The residential college was
created and still exists so that
men might live and work altogether within an academic community. There are some now who
protest against such a notion, people for whom the commuter's
movement
separate
between
worlds seems preferable. There
is room for both points of view
in this country and, I hope, for
both kinds of academic community. Yet so long as we argue for
the residential college, we must
argue that every aspect of its life
concerns all its members and that
no man can claim membership
in it while reserving the right to
reject its regulations. It cannot
be otherwise if the College is to
be a community and, if it is to be
an academic community, we shall
accept the fact that standards
and values in every area of its
life are the responsibility first of
the faculty.
Bruce Haywood
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maining uncommitted and thu
remaining a "student"? Grants
there still exist grade grubber
and booze hounds, but there ah
neither isolate-no- r
exists a group,
"activist" a large group w5
feel ,and also a group which
in large numbers on mor
campuses,
(even at Berkeley
where probably only 10
are
"activist"). Let us not be hash-ijudging those who don't jump
to rally around a banner, and let
us continue to bring conference;
of the calibre of this past Chi;
Rights Conference to campus as
source of knowledge for those
who are thirsty and perhaps eve.j
as a wedge of doubt in those wh;
stand committed.
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clining reputation of Oberlin College around high school
a freshman, I speak from
more familiar standpoint in saying that the rules and their enforcement, or lack thereof, have
hurt the excellent academic narr.e
of Oberlin. Among a small grou:
of acquaintances I can quiet,
think of two people (they are not
prudes) who turned down the
suggestion to apply to Oberlh.
primarily because of its declinir.
moral reputation. I realize tha:
ideally a college or university
should be judged solely by its
academic qualities. However, let's
be realistic. There are probably
only a very few students here or
anywhere who made this their
only criterion in the choosing of
a college.
Why don't Mr. Peden and his
flock of followers be satisfied with
what they have and make the
best of it. I am sure the administration has more important problems than to argue with the
men of Kenyon, and the
admissions office doesn't need a
declining public image such as
Oberlin's in order to attract potential students.
Anthony W. Olbrich 70
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Wrestling
5

With the great improvement
made by the team's inexperienced
members this year, the
wrestling season must be consiredered a success despite its
cord. By the end of Christmas vacation, the Lords were without
the services of many men they
;
had been counting on: Mark
Dick Grieser; Mike Brown;
Bob Gladstone; Larry Bell and
Jim Kasick. Hopefully, a few of
these wrestlers will be available
by next year. In addition, there
are several experienced wrestlers
at Kenyon who may join the team
for the first time next year. Kenyon wrestlers improved lOO'i
over this season and next year,
with the return of
Dick Grieser and the arrival of
some fresh talent, the Gambier
grapplers should end up with a
more even record. "If we can
progress next year as well as we
have this year," says Coach Watts.
"We'll have a satisfactory season.'
T
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Rotbart to Perform
Kenn
Dan Rotbart,
yon freshman, will perform in a
piano recital Sunday at 2:30 in
lower Rosse.
The program will include Beethoven's Seven Variations'on God
Save the King, Chopin's c Waltz,
and Variations on a Familiar
Song by Rotbart.
well-know-
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we went in for figures we'd tell you that 69,572
customers already had. We'd tell you that all these people enjoyed their VW's despite its less than handsome
appearance, its less than roomy interior. With a little
experimenting they found that VW's have advantages
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you'd never think about. For instance, much hand made
felt work, and a capacious litter bag. And you can park
them almost anywhere.
But then we don't. But maybe you do?
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INSIDE VIEW of the First Aid tent at the Naiional Camporee showing Dr. Bogus,
preparing a delicate operation. Dr. Bogus is always
available for visiting scouts and will apply his "miracle method" to any injury.
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YOUR HOST BUDDIES for the national Camporee will be the Gambier Flaming
Eagle troop pictured above. The Flamers will be taking a year's special visit to
recognithe Saigon International Encampment on a special selective program in
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merit.
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WORDS FROM THE CHIEF B.EFORE

the main body of my address to you assembled young lads, I'd like to reflect on how
fortunate we are at Camp Kenyon to be where we are, which is here. This time of year always reminds me of
that classic statement of W. H. Auden: "April is the cruelist month." But even though we at Camp Kenyon have many
cruel obstacles, we must go on with what we have, building for the future on the foundations of the past, and bearing our crosses with magnanimity.
1

I

LAUNCH into

u,

are asking yourselves, "What is the inner meaning of my jamboree experi
ence at Camp Kenyon?" As my answer to this, let me urge you to read "The Memoirs of Philander
written by the founder and guiding spirit of Camp Kenyon. We would all do well to turn to this work in time of
need, and seek inspirations from its lessons.
NDOUBTEDLY MANY of you

Chasten-Bowell,-

"

however, is more than just some buildings, ivy, and history. For instance, there's this little
academic game we play . . . What mean to say is that Camp Kenyon is people. People, as we all know, have
needs, good ones and bad ones. Even the best scouts feel some bad needs from time to time. That's why Camp Kenyon
security force. Feel free to call on them to help you in eliminating those bad needs. But be sure to
has a
address each member of the force by his proper rank. Mr. Crass, for example, is a full colonel, as can be seen from the
twin .gold eagles which adorn his epaulets. He is the key man in our national organization, as you can tell from
the fact that his rank is two grades higher than that of his former employer, the head of Ohio State Highway
Patrol. Other key men in our security force are our Captain Jack Harrass, Lieutenant Reed Moribund, and Patrolmen

VAMP

KENYON,

I

six-ma-

n

Weasel, Truncheon, and Trailer.

K

the best scouts of America is our aim here at Camp Kenyon. We want
to expose the best minds to a stimulating intellectual environment. Perhaps someday we'll be able to. Meanwhile,
we must carry the torch for those in the future who will receive the heritage we make for them, always remembering
that goal towards which we constantly are striving. As you boys will undoubtedly find out, hope springs eternal
in the human breast. So let me finish by reminding you to think clean, live clean, and act clean, so we can preserve
those things Camp Kenyon strives for.
.
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hasn't dreamed of someday going to college? And what boy hasn't thought of those somber yet majestic
You can enjoy the beauty and
covered halls that line the path of education. But why be a simple
e
educators! So come on gang! Let's lead the
atmosphere of your own college right now, just like the sharp
let's build us a
academic precession into the future
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college looks like
Don't worry too much what your cardboard
to get the job
work
and
beauty"
is
"utility
just remember
finished.
corners

Don't worry too much about cutting
your finished
cause there will be plenty to cut and
effort.
the
product wiU be well worth
be-

think you
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may
It
surprise.
surprise
Well
you?
prettiest,
the
or
not be the greatest
Don't
but it's yours and it's there. . . .
think about that now anyway
just go out and see how many people
you can get to come look at it, and
soporific
then sit back and enjoy the
pleasures of academe. Good
So there you are! Didn't
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Sterling Kilduck knew he was in for it this time.
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Slowly, as he regained conciousness, Sterling Kilduck began to wonder if
he hadn't been captured. The stiff leather cord that wrapped him securely to
the totem pole, the tent that stood around him, the low mumble of conversation
all
that came from the three feathered figures on the other side of he room
days
him
warned
tracking
and
trapping
his
from
he
mustered
these hints that
that he was indeed being held prisoner.
Without making a sound, for he didn't dare arouse the three warriors on
the other side of the tent, Sterling began to look around. He couldn't quite
identify the tribe whose "hospitality" he was enjoying, but he could tell from
architecture and the gloom of his surroundings that
the tent's shoddy
he must be among one of the many small and nameless tribes that inhabit the
vast wasteland of the Lesser Academian Woods.
Quietly he cocked his ears to listen in on the conversation that was going
on just barely out of his earshot.
"Mmm!" grunted one of the high ranking chiefs, (Sterling could tell from
the dark gowns and gaudy neckerchiefs the three wore that they were all chiefs.)
"Why you no want call medicine man for paleface? He talk to him, scare him
good! Grabbing Mind good medicine man. Him cure my horse once."
"scare him not good enough. We
"No," exclaimed the highest high-chie- f,
HIM MUST BE PUNISHED!"
must uphold code of tribe
Sterling froze in terror. They were judging his fate! Thank God he understood Broken English!
"Well, what you think, Storming Moose?" asked the impressive-lookin- g
head of the tribe, who, despite his rank and appearance, seemed at a loss about
what to do. "What would you do with paleface?"
"Ugh!" answered Storming Moose as he spat out a stale jujubee, "why not
take and keep'um in tribe. Keepum liberal atmosphere."
"No!" hissed Slithy Toad. "I say we beat night soil out of paleface by
running through Thunder Council!"
Sterling shuddered at the thought of such an ordeal, but the highest chief
saw fit to spare him that fate.
"Thunder Council no good," advised the highest chief. "It just little game
me playum with braves."
"Then only one thing left to do," replied Slithy Toad. "Me use ol'time
custom of tribe to judge'um. It called draw marbles, or arbi . . . arbitrar . . .
traryar . . . uh . . . me judge'um paleface! White marble mean we ask paleface
to remain with tribe, black marble mean we send out into wilderness to fend
for self."
"That wise method," grunted the tribal head, "Heap impartial."
Sterling shuddered as he thought of the meaning of the black ball. Being
sent into the wilderness far from home was certainly worse than remaining in
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fictional author for
such magazines as Police Gazette, Millie the Model,
Donald Duck and Readers' Digest, is making his first appearance in Boys' Loaf. MacCauley, former editor of
Jubilee Review, is currently fiction editor of The New
York Daily News.
P. BOYER MacCAULEY,
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the shelter of the tribal encampment. In the wilderness one could easily fall
prey to strange creatures who were known to capture young palefares and send
them to the big sacrifice across the sea. Silently, breathlessly he waited as Slithy
Toad dipped his hand into the great earthen marble jar.
After what seemed an eternity, the high and mighty hand of tribal justice
returned to the open air holding
of all things
TWO PURPLE AGGIES!

"Mmm . . . Whose balls these?" demanded Slithy Toad.
"This much perplexity" mused the apparent chieftain. "Let us consult the
four tribal priests who live down path not many paces from here. Too many
years they remain idle. Now we make them decide something."
Clutching at his bonds, Sterling tried to free himself. It was no use. Like
the quaint tribal rules, the leather cord could neither be stretched nor broken.
The tribal priests were summoned to interpret the meaning of the peculiar combination of marbles. But being obtuse to all manners and customs outside of their
teepee, the four guessed that the purple marbles were actually black.
"Untie the prisoner and bring him before me for heap big sentence," said
Slithy Toad. Storming Moose brought Sterling over, still secured to the totem
pole.
"Paleface, it my sad duty" began Slithy Toad, secretly glorying in his
power, "to sentence you "
"Wait!" screamed Sterling, knowing now that only his ingenious wit stood
between him and a horrible fate. "Let us all smoke the pipe of peace so that I
can meet my doom knowing that there are no hard feelings among us."
"That very touching," said the chief, "and heap good idea."
"But that crazy, you fool," ejaculated Slithy Toad. "This some sort of paleface trick!"
"No buts!" cut in the chief, who had the uneasy feeling that the other
might be right. "Me chief and me say we smoke!"
Storming Moose shot Slithy Toad a knowing look.
Sterling took the peace pipe and filled it from a pouch in his pocket. He
handed it to Storming Moose who puffed, grunted, and handed the pipe to Slithy
Toad. He in turn puffed, smiled, and handed it to the chief, who took one puff,
then another, and yet another. A strange smell began to permeate the teepee.
The chief's eyes dilated, and he began to look very complacent. "I see . . . new
realities." he murmured.
This was too much for the two lesser braves, who now snatched the pipe
from the chief, and took turns puffing furiously.
Just then the tent flap was jerked open by an old, featherless warrior who
barked "Teepee inspection" as he burst into the fragrant room. "Ugh! What the
hell going on here? You all under arrest!"
In the resultant scuffle Sterling broke away and ran from the teepee and
camping ground, convinced that even the wisest tribal leaders were quite human.
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accidentally locking himself
Rufus Milksop's image as a scoutmaster
into rooms
certainly lacked something. Now, in his appeal to the
fabulously-wealth- y
Specious P. Fundament for some
building funds, would Rufus blow it
d
again? Read "Forever Endeavor" in May BL.
Walking into doors,

badly-neede-
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Scouting is a progressive enterprise.
the father of our country, Rinaldo
Raggin said, "Gee guys, progress is our
most important product." In keeping
with our tradition and heritage, then.
Boys' Loaf calls upon distinguished
psychotic Sigma P. Fraud to instruct
us in the new and promising behavorist
Pay close attention as
psychology.
Sigma reveals the subtleties of classroom exchange and shows us how to
As

You, the good scout, must be expected to twist the environment successfully and with careful insight. But
how? Since anything approaching a
really useful knowledge of tools has
been kept hidden from you! And so,
as a first step towards compensating for
this deficiency, we behavioral scientists
have become intensively preoccupied
with ourselves, or, in other words, we
are analyzing such knowledge and are
disputing what of it should be inculcated abroad. We have recently applied
both positive and negative reinforcement techniques to the classroom, prior
to trying them in the lab. For instance,
it is now known that, given any teacher
"X," one may modestly hope to completely control "X's" actions in almost
all situations. Being a scientist who has
some skill in the use of the English
language, I find it my duty to inform
the younger generation of scouts and
students (yourselves) of the several
experimentally tested procedures I
know of. The preliminary procedures
below are a mixture of technical advice
and scientific law.

Reinforce the
Course and
Tool the School
by Sigma P. Fraud

It is best to begin conditioning your
instructor simply. Though let's not be
too hasty! In the shaping of behavior
one can never be too careful. Taking
one's time is the best policy. "Slowly
and steady wins the race." "Haste
makes waste," or he who jumps in feet
first will splash. (Hansel and Gretl,
1964) First try to manoeuvre instructor
"X's" hand towards his nose, then his
finger, and so forth. Or have him move
his leg and arm into queer positions.
The artistically inclined will suit actions to personalities, etc. The scout
troop may control action by A) smiling, looking attentive, answering questions and asking questions to reinforce
action, and by B) being glum, looking
glum, looking bored, being unrespons-siv- e
and uninquiring to negatively reinforce action. One must constantly
condition for success. Advanced students will find that they may never
have to turn in another paper. It is
suggested that students who resist such
a class policy be negatively reinforced
(punched out) or extinguished.

Says:

GREEN BARF

Thick gravy can save many a scrap
of meat from the wastebin. Who can
tell how old the meat in a Salisbury
steak is under a rich brown goo? If
m

mum
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A scout should always know how to
get the most out of his food supply.
When on hikes, it's inconvenient to
bring along a lot of heavy supplies, so
it makes good sense to know how to
stretch those ingredients.
Noodle-base- d
dishes are always a
real fine luncheon item, since noodles
are light, tasty, and inexpensive. Of
course, you'll need some meat, but an
experienced , scout never has any
trouble finding a little meat here and

111

the scouts get tired of gravy, just use
some French fried onions to mask the
taste and odor of the meat.
These are just a few of the ideas that
Green-Ba- rf
Bill has come across in his
years of scout cooking. You guys
should be able to think of lots more.
If none of these suffice to assure your
hunger pangs, remember that the best
way to get rid of an appetite is a nice
soothing back massage.
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there.
Don't worry about that lettuce which
seems to have worms in it. Just hold
it under water a couple of minutes and
you'll drown the little rascals. If there
are any traces of the animal life visible,
cover the lettuce with a think French
dressing, and no one will ever be the
wiser. What you don't know, won't
hurt you.
Throwing out coffee grounds after
using them just once is almost sinfully
wasteful in my book. Keep using them
until your liver tells you to stop. That's
nature's way.
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This Month's Lesson:

Preparing for the Big Game
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DRESS: The first step in being prepared is always the
selection of proper clothing. You should dress comfortably,
but always in a dignified manner which reflects good taste
and pride in your school. Be sure not to wear anything
which you suspect might appear obnoxious to some people.

ACCESSORIES: In the event of a close game, extra
ment can be almost as important as dress. To
readiness and proper defense, if such a situation
arise, select only such items as can be easily and
transported, as well as serve as effective deterrents.
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CONDITIONING EXERCISE
For
no reason known to man, this has been
one of the most effective gestures yet
found for kindling the spirits of your
team while disturbing the concentration
of the opponent and the action of his
cheerleaders. The hands start at the
waist and move down. For most effective results, loosen your belt.
1:

Beethoven's

Egmont
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One should be thoroughly warmed up before

attempting proper, bloodcurdling cheers and jeers. Bridging exercises have
proven to be ideal for loosening and forming up the throat and neck muscles.
Screams also are good. Take all necessary measures to avoid thirst during the
game. Perspiration causes a great loss of water during a game, and cheering with
a dry throat can be quite painful.
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Cartoon. This is the dramatic story of
the making of cinema warm up
cartoons set in the enchanting
Charlton
Saudi Arabian desert.
Heston stars as the bearded head
of the animation department and
r,
international cast
heads an
of thousands, which includes John
Wayne in a cameo role as a doorman.
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Blow Out. A British photographer, who
shoots 85 rolls of film a day of
every imaginable goings on, sees
a car with a flat tire in an enlargement of a picture he took of a
Parisian girl at a marijuana party
while his studio was being ravaged
by a beautiful young girl who is
involved in a murder and who
loves to play pantomime tennis.
There is great depth in this fantasfilm. Rudolpho
tic foreign-directe- d
V. Carlioni directed and produced
Blow Out, which is his first English
language film.

V

Gorge. This movie won the 2V2 points
award for Grade B movies. A
roly poly fellow cannot find love
but finds joy in building bridges
over great gorges. His work is
secretly financed by a rich middle-age- d
lady who secretly loves him.
Shot in Africa.
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Hey Kids

.

It's

A

Daisy
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birds, raccoons, squirrels, dogs, civil
all sorts of livrights demonstrators
ing things. (And who knows, some
day you may be able to hole up in
the hills and shoot rotten invading
Commies.)
If Mom

or

Dad

objects,

remind

them that shooting sprees can be the
occassion of fun filled family outings
just the kind of thing we need in a
morally decadent nation!
Don't forget to tell them about the
protection your new Daisy can give
your home. Now you can kill any
burgler that tries to make off with
Mom's costume jewelry!
Fun and function thats what your
Daisy is to you. Maybe its not so safe
but then why do you think we call it
a Daisy? Even so, like those of us
pushing Daisies say, "It's all Right to
have a rifle."
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Miracle at Philadelphia. The gripping
story of how the Kenyon College
Lords, called upon to replace the
Navy Midshipment football team
game,
at the Annual Army-Nav- y
battled against overwhelming odds
and were defeated 205-- 8.
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expose describing in
orgies
lurid detail the semi-annuheld in a small Ohio town. Hoards
of young voluptuous women imported to satisfy the savage desires
men. Not
of over 700
recommended for ages
sensational

And a Daisy is not a toy but a real
live, action gun. With it you can have
all the fun and sport of shooting
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Gambier Project: An Anthology.
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The Middle Years.
By Donleavy Chase. This sentimental story by Philander's second
cousin recalls the Bishop's middle
years and includes the intimate
story of the founding of a refuge
for learning in the midwestern
wilderness, a bastion of the liberal
arts that was to become famed
Jubilee College.

Philander Chase:
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Broaden Your Horizons

TAKE A SPRING TRIP
Well scouts,

here it is again, our
spring Jamboree blowup.
You
know when this time of year rolls

big

around

I

like to sit by the fire with

my pipe and reminisce about the great
times we used to have back when I was

den head. And you know some of
the most fun things we ever did were
the camping trips we used to go on.
At these blowups especially I don't
a

imagine things have changed much,
though I guess they haven't stayed the
same much seeing that every trip is
different.
LOCATIONS
There is always the problem of
where to take the trip. Some people
hold that one doesn't need to go very
far from home to take a good trip; I
guess it sort of depends on what kind
of parents you have. I remember I
used to like to get away from people
for my trips, but then this might be
because of my allergy to blue serge
and brass buttons. People used to tell
me that if you didn't pick the ideal
location, such as a magic mountain or
an enchanted hill, you would probably
have a bad trip. This may be true, but
it always seemed to me that the really
good scout could rise high enough
above his surroundings to make anywhere paradise.
There are a few government sanctified areas to take your trip, but these
are subject to strict regulation and consequently most scouts like to head-oon their own. As I said, almost anywhere can be a good place for a trip,
(and new places are cropping up all
the time) but three of the most popular
areas are: the southeastern part of
Manhattan Island, the area around the
San Francisco Bay, and Yellow Springs,
ut

Ohio.

DANGERS
While most scouts when they think
camping invision people laughingly
tripping through the woods and fields,
there are real dangers here that are not
to be sniffed at.
For instance, in most areas there will
be found many species of strange and
potentially bothersome creatures that
of
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Choosing the proper site for your trip.
seem intent on inspecting a human's
move. A healthily smoking
campfire will fend off these denizens
however, because they are known to be
deathly afraid of the chemical components of combustion. Another thing
a good scout must constantly be on
guard against is tainted provisions.
Unscrupulous
merchants will sometimes permit the sale of products that
might cause severe acid indigestion if
taken. A good test for the wholesome-nes- s
of your stock is found in an old
scout adage: "Good stuff melts in your
mind, not in your hand."

every

MERIT BADGES
There are even a few merit badges
you can score on a trip, thus adding
pleasure and scouting skill to your experiences. One badge you will want
to earn is HORSEMANSHIP. This
""'
badge can be earn-t- .'
ed only if you take
a trip by horse, of
course. But it is a
Ti )
'
'.
valuable and easy

eager scout. The main thing to remember is to rotate shooting sites to
avoid leaving ugly marks on the target
area.
HELPFUL HINTS
Of course while out on a trip, or in
preparing for one the scout should be
careful to avoid strangers, especially
those in trench coats and grey fedoras.
A good scout should not always carry
all his provisions with him, but to a
degree at least should learn to live off
the land. Consult your Scout Manual
for lists and identifying pictures of edible and beneficial roots, seeds, weeds,
berries, mushrooms, yellow fruit, cacti,
and fungi. Have fun, and always remember: trip, but don't slip!
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THINK AND GRUNT
C
ts

Q. What did the two boxers do in the

bull ring?
A. Square off in a circle.
Donnie White, Kent, Ohio

LAKE BEAVER CAMP
Painesville, Ohio
Girls 17-2- 2
NE
of
150 mi.
Gambier Private
Write Box 30
Lake Two Acres

BASEBALL CAMP

TED WILLIAMS
Co-e-

5--

d.

2

1

- Spitting,

Swearing

Bat-Throwi-

ng

Gestic-

ulatingIntentional Fouling
Dennis Dew, Coach
30 Gym St.
Granville, Ohio

do Tarzan

Q. What

Buck: Say there son, can you tell me
what it is that goes up a chimney
down, but not up a chimney up?
.
.
No, nr; wait a minute . .
.
I think it goes down a chimney up
but not up a . . no, that's not right
either. How did Poesie tell that
one. Oh, yes . . . humph . . :
What is it that goes down a chimney down, but not up a chimney
up? Yes, that's it.
Stud: A dead chimney sweep?
Buck: No, an umbrella! Haw, haw.
Freddie Lund, Gambier, Ohio

and Jane do at

night?
A.

Pair

off in trees.

Donnie White, Kent, Ohio
A former
Daffynition: Veteranarian
member of the Wehrmacht.
Eddie Hecht, Athens, Ohio
a ship weigh before it sails?
Ralph: Anchor.
Jimmie Brown, Annapolis, Md.

Arthur: What does

Q. Why did the chicken cross the road?
(20 pts., 20 mins.)
Q. Why do firemen wear red suspenders? (20 pts., 20 mins.)
Instruction: Answer ONE of the above.
In your discussion be sure to bring

hear about the women's
college in Gambier?
A. Yeah, it's going to open in 1969.
Brucie Hayweed, Gambier, 0.
Q. Did you

in the arguments set forth in The
Little Riddle Book, 1001 Riddles of
Everyday Life, and Riddles for the

It wasn't such a bad sermon, Mr. Boyd,
it's just that it was hard to sleep with
all that shouting going on.

John.
Lannie Warner, Cambridge, Mass.

UNDERWEIGHT GIRLS

Dudly Rogan, Spirit, 0.

Pile up Pounds
Lake, Pool
Riding
Pollen-Fre-

e

Avg. Weight Gain,
9-1-

pounds

2

New Private,
Rooms
All Activities
Health Facilities

Semi-Priva-

7 Wolf

Chase

te

AEHS BUREAU
ft) COMK6
EVENTS

Gambier, Ohio

Coed 17-1- 9
Yellow Springs, Ohio
Liberal Attitudes, Work, Study,
Play, etc. A consciousness Expanding Atmosphere! Atmos-

phere! Atmosphere! Atmospher
L.S.D. 7
Yellow Springs, Ohio

c
Sound
Absolutely No Talent Needed
Audio-Synlheti-

THE F. T. LENDRIM PIPE CO.
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on the Kenyon campus
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PRIZE
Everybody likes Christmas cards! They're a
commodity! By
offering YOU worthless prizes. WE get more boxes sold. Then, with the profit
from each box sold. WE get RICH! So send today for your FREE SAMPLE KIT!
Tasteful card designs include kittens, puppies, Keane drawings of boy scouts in
full regalia. Boys of America President F. Edward Lunch, and a beautiful view of
lovely Camp Kenyon, site of the 1967 Jamboree! Write: H. Alger, Enterprise,
Ohio.
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Excellent for use in earning the new
Water Sports merit badge! Bag friend
and foe alike!

36

pack.

36
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boxes.

L
Electronic bugging device. Fits into
wall in back of picture. Microphone
plugs easily into socket. Now in use in
the seminar room of at least one
25 boxes.
college.
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One way ticket from Gambier, Ohio
to Oshkosh, Wise, on the new Gambier
rapid transit line. Valid any time.
480 boxes.

Road grader for
boxes.

89

what-have-yo- u.

2

boxes.
"Whirling Dervish" spin washer. We
pay you 5 boxes.
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repair service

. . .

But still cut you off.
even amazes us how we can botch up the easy jobs right along with the hard ones. But then
who cares?? After all, we're number one, and number two and three. In fact, we're it
and that's the way it stays. So shut up and quit complaining about the
number
changes, the frequent breakdowns, the impolite operators (when you get one). If you don't like
us, try Pony Express.
It

semi-annu- al

THE MT. VERNON
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Mt. Vernon

PHONE CO.

MT. VERNON,

OHIO

the services of many men they

